Comparison of two artificial tear formulations using aberrometry.
This study investigates the effect of artificial tears of different viscosities on aberrations of healthy eyes. We recruited subjects from the student population of the Northeastern State University Oklahoma College of Optometry. Using the Complete Ophthalmic Analysis System (COAS), aberrometry measurements were taken every second for 60 seconds with a blink every 10 seconds. We made measurements of the naked eye, then after instillation of TheraTears non-preserved drops, and after instillation of SystanePF, a more viscous formulation. Zernike coefficients up to the sixth order were recorded and analysed. We evaluated changes in spherical and astigmatic dioptric powers and coma-like, spherical aberration-like and total higher-order aberration (HOA) RMS values as a function of time. Both drops yielded significantly higher values than the naked eye for HOA RMS and cylindrical power as well as a hyperopic shift in spherical equivalent (p < 0.001,paired t-test). SystanePF, the more viscous tear, showed significantly higher values than TheraTears in HOA RMS and cylinder in all inter-blink periods (p < 0.001, paired t-test). This study shows artificial tears can have a measurable and significant impact on aberrations of healthy eyes. This effect is sustained for at least one minute and its magnitude appears to be related to the viscosity of the tear formulation.